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of identity, including the role of controllability and essentialism. We discuss 
implications for multicultural education and teaching the “social construction” 
of identity in changing contexts. 
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Multicultural educators in U.S. higher education have been tasked with 
helping college students become citizens within a “democratic multicultural 
society,” often through teaching “tolerance, recognition of cultural difference, 
deliberation, and modes of civil discourse” (Hurtado, 2007, p. 190). This goal has 
been accomplished through many educational formats, including cross-cultural 
and social justice education. While the attention of such efforts has been on issues 
of power, privilege, and oppression as they relate to social identities (Zúñiga, 
Nagda, Chesler, & Cytron-Walker, 2011), what appears to be missing is a more 
intentional focus on the concepts underlying social identities. Although U.S. higher 
education scholars and practitioners use the term “social identity” when teaching 
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students about different dimensions of identity like race, class, and gender, they 
frequently overlook or discount biological factors in identity formation. Given the 
shifting societal contexts marked by advancements in genetics (e.g., the coding of 
the human genome), production of scientists (e.g., broadening participation in 
STEM fields), and popular fascination with DNA (Donovan, 2014; Nelkin & Lindee, 
2004; Roberts, 2011), changes are also occurring in the way that social identities 
are understood by college students considering these biological and technological 
realities. 

For example, direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry testing, such as those 
offered by Ancestry.com, is marketed broadly and extensively on social media with 
such promises as “Discover if you're part Scandinavian, West African, or maybe 
Native American.” Popular media outlets and television shows often feature the 
use of DNA ancestry testing to help in “finding your roots” or answer questions 
such as, “Who do you think you are?” The social aspects of identity have become 
increasingly influenced by notions of biology, particularly genetics. Are 
multicultural educators missing out by solely focusing on the “social” aspects of 
students’ identities while minimizing biology? Given the ways society is seeing a 
“(re)biologization of race” (Omi, 2010) and other social categories (Haslam, 
Rothschild, & Ernst, 2000), this paper attempts to explore the changing landscape 
related to biologically and socially influenced identities by showing how college 
students understand their constructions. Specifically, we investigate the role of 
biology in students’ beliefs about social identities through two research questions:  

1. How does biology play a role in U.S. college students’ understandings 
of different social identities?  

2. How do students make sense of biological and social explanations when 
making claims about the nature of identity? 

 

Literature Review 

 

Scholarship on identity has seemingly been separated into two camps: 
those who view identity as socially constructed and those who contend that 
sociological explanations alone are insufficient. Many higher education scholars 
and practitioners have aligned with the first camp in their promotion of identity as 
a socially constructed concept (Adams, Bell, & Griffin, 2007; Torres, Jones, & 
Renn, 2009), while biological explanations of identity have largely been rejected 
(McDonald, 2013; Tawa & Kim, 2011). College students are likely to be educated 
about race, gender, sexual orientation, and other identities through the paradigm 
of “social identities” (Jones & Abes, 2013) and social constructionism (Khanna & 
Harris, 2009; Morning, 2009). Despite this fact, students maintain conceptions 
rooted in biological explanations of race (Johnston, 2014; Morning, 2009). As such, 
it is disconcerting that many scholars are dismissive of biological lines of inquiry 
related to identity, particularly race and gender, even though students themselves 
might place value on biological explanations of identity.   
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Not all scholars contend that biology does not and should not inform 
conceptions of identity, as some have argued biology to be a meaningful 
component. In his research on how blind individuals make sense of race, Obasogie 
(2013) makes the case for the relevance of biology: 

The constructionist approach to race does not take into account the growing 
body of evidence that social categories of race map on to biological 
differences that are observable at the molecular level and also explain 
various racial disparities in social or health outcomes. (p. 27) 

This idea has been shared by other scholars.  Sesardic (2010) argues that "typical 
attempts to disconnect the concept of race from genetics have too quickly and too 
uncritically been accepted by many ‘race critics’, including most philosophers of 
science who have discussed this issue" (p. 160). Similarly, Berenbaum, 
Blakemore, and Beltz (2011) contend that biological explanations are "dismissed 
on the basis of opinion alone, findings are misrepresented, unpalatable evidence 
ignored, and readers are left with an inaccurate impression of what it means for 
behavior to be influenced by biology" (p. 807).  

Biological and social understandings are not always seen as mutually 
exclusive.  For example, research on adolescence has long considered the 
importance of biological factors in one’s development in addition to psychological 
and social factors (Caspi, Lynam, Moffitt, & Silva, 1993; Halpern, Waller, Spriggs, 
& Hallfors, 2006; Petersen, 1988; Shanahan, 2000).  Few would question the 
importance of biology in the study of age identity. However, the resistance toward 
biological explanations of identity, particularly race, is understandable based on 
the disturbing history of eugenics and biological essentialism (Ordover, 2003). 

Biologically essentialist beliefs relate to identity being viewed as immutable 
and determined, specifically caused by genes or other essence placeholders (Dar-
Nimrod & Heine, 2011). Identity groups are then viewed as homogenous and 
discrete, as well as rationalized to be natural. People tend to be easily convinced 
by genetic attributes of identity compared with other attributes (e.g., environmental, 
spiritual, political), even when the genetic explanation offered is weak (Dar-Nimrod 
& Heine, 2001). Thus, it is imperative to understand how college students have 
potentially been exposed to genetic/biological explanations through material 
learned in high school classes, their personal experiences, or other media such as 
books, movies, and television. For instance, the movie GATTACA (Niccol, 1997), 
which fictionalizes a future where one’s life is determined by genetics at birth, has 
been used in science classes when discussing the possibilities and ethical 
dilemmas surrounding genetic technologies (Kirby, 2004). Given the troubling 
consequences of biologically essentialist beliefs about identity (e.g., Eugenics), 
and the current context of education enforcing social constructions of identity only, 
this study explores how students use biological explanations, social explanations, 
or both, in their sensemaking of identity. 
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Framing a Biosocial Construction of Identity 

 

This study is framed by theories of social identity and biosocial constructs. 
Jones and Abes (2013) provide an extensive review of social identity construction 
citing literature acknowledging the biological underpinnings of socially constructed 
identities. For instance, Weber (2010) argued that “although they may have 
biological or material referents, race, class, gender, and sexuality are not fixed 
properties of individuals nor of materially defined groups” (as cited in Jones & 
Abes, 2013, p. 38). Furthermore, when operationalizing race, Jones and Abes 
(2013) acknowledged that “race is both biological and socially constructed” and 
argued that the social is what makes race meaningful and significant (p. 167). This 
theoretical approach to identity acknowledges both biological and social 
components, as well as qualities of fixedness and discreteness across groups. We 
argue that social meanings are biologically influenced and that biology is ultimately 
tied to the social meanings, making such qualities significant. 

A biosocial approach debunks the either/or extremes of biological and social 
constructions of identity and argues that "implications of results from socialization 
perspectives are restricted without consideration of biology, and vice versa” 
(Berenbaum et al., 2011, p. 805). Hacking (2006) eloquently stated: "Knowledge 
of genetic 'identities' will forge social ones, creating new communities of shared 
recognition based on partial science" (p. 88). Given the lack of studies that have 
acknowledged both biological and social components of identity, we use a 
biosocial theoretical approach to inform our analysis of the data in the current 
study. 

 

Method 

 

This paper comes out of a larger mixed methods project that explored how 
40 college students experienced and understood the concept of race on campus. 
The larger project employed a constructivist grounded theory methodology 
(Charmaz, 2006), in which an exploratory preliminary study focused on students’ 
racial thinking found core categories of (a) developing diverse racial meanings, 
and (b) reasoning through biological race. Part of how students reasoned through 
the concept of race included comparing the nature of race to other social identities 
(e.g., gender, sexual orientation, and class). Out of the 40 total participants, 34 
made these comparisons. In this study, we focus exclusively on the comparisons 
made in these participants’ interviews. 
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Sample and Data Collection 

 

Data include semi-structured, one-on-one interviews conducted with 34 
undergraduate students from two large, public, research institutions within the 
same state university system on the U.S. West Coast. Following IRB approval by 
both sites, we sent email announcements to various listservs and posted fliers 
around campus. Participants opted into the study by responding to the 
announcements. The sample included 23 women, 10 men, and 1 student who 
identified as genderqueer; and 15 Asian American, 8 White, 5 Latina/o, 2 African 
American, and 4 mixed-race students. Across both institutions, no racial group was 
a numerical majority, although Asian Americans were the largest racial group. The 
overrepresentation of Asian Americans in the study likely reflects the institutions’ 
compositional diversity, as well as the authors’ positionality as Asian American-
identified researchers. It is also possible that Asian American participants may 
have felt more comfortable participating in a research study on race that was 
conducted by Asian American scholars. All class years were represented (1 First-
year, 7 Sophomores, 8 Juniors, 14 Fourth-years, and 4 Fifth-years) as well as a 
variety of majors (ranging from engineering to linguistics). All participants received 
a $10 gift card for the interviews, which ranged from 45-90 minutes.  

The interviews consisted of several introductory and background questions 
to establish rapport, followed by a protocol modified from Morning’s (2009, 2011) 
study on racial conceptions in order to focus on the context of higher education. 
Sample questions included asking students to open-endedly define race as well 
as asking them to react to a statement about whether biological races existed. In 
explaining the nature of race, these participants also explained the nature of other 
identities, providing us the opportunity to examine how students made sense of 
biological and social aspects of multiple dimensions of identity (Jones & Abes, 
2013). The semi-structured nature of the interview included frequent follow-up 
questions to better examine how students were reasoning through the complex 
nature of race and other identities. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

Data analysis consisted of open and axial coding techniques and constant 
comparative analyses (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Using a 
combination of open coding and memoing, both authors independently engaged 
in open coding of four interviews. Through memoing we shared our list of open 
codes, finding similarities and differences and beginning to collapse codes. The 
first author took the list of preliminary codes to apply to a second subset of data (4 
interviews) to begin axial coding toward developing an initial coding scheme. This 
scheme was then shared with the second author and used to independently code 
four other interviews, noting codes that needed to be updated and codes that did 
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not capture much of students’ sensemaking. Coming together and memoing 
further, we compared the updated coding scheme to our previous coding 
experiences, noting any discrepancies in clarity, ultimately updating the coding 
scheme to one that better fit the data. As we moved forward with axial and 
theoretical coding, we began conceptualizing a model that seemed to capture the 
processes of students’ sensemaking, and identifying exemplary quotes to explain 
the model in our findings. 

We acknowledge that although the larger study followed methodological 
approaches to conducting a constructivist grounded theory study (Charmaz, 
2006), this current study borrowed particular analytical techniques of grounded 
theory to make sense of the data and answer our research questions. We also 
acknowledge our positionalities as researchers that have influence over both data 
collection and interpretation. While both authors are Asian American men, the first 
author, who conducted all interviews, is multiracial and queer. These aspects of 
his identity may have influenced how participants responded to questions about 
race and sexual orientation. For instance, the queer student participants likely read 
the first author as an insider when sharing their views on sexual orientation. We 
share this piece of our positionality statement as a way to build in transparency of 
interpretations. Other methods for assessing the “goodness” of this qualitative 
research include adhering to our epistemological (constructivist) and 
methodological (grounded theory) assumptions, and working toward consensus as 
we moved from description to interpretation of the data (Arminio & Hultgren, 2002; 
Jones, Torres, & Arminio, 2014).  

 

Findings 

 

When posed with complex questions about what race is (e.g., whether or 
not it is socially or biologically constructed, or both), students’ understandings were 
sometimes made clearer by comparing race to other identities like gender, sexual 
orientation, religion, class, age, and (dis)ability. When probed further, comparisons 
of different identities complicated their understanding of the biological and socially 
constructed nature of identities, and conveyed that different identities varied in the 
amount of their social constructedness. Emerging from data analysis, we found a 
general process for students’ sensemaking around this complexity, along with two 
major concepts that appeared to influence their sensemaking: controllability and 
essentialism. This process allowed students to consider certain identities on a 
continuum between more biologically influenced or socially constructed, while 
some students exempted themselves from having an opinion when they did not 
have enough prior knowledge, personal experiences, or authorities to whom to 
defer. For ease of presenting findings, we start with the general process outlined 
in the Biosocial Model of Identity Sensemaking (Figure 1) that emerged from data 
analysis. We then discuss the components more specifically, using student quotes 
as evidence. 
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Figure 1. Biosocial model of identity sensemaking. 

 

Making Sense of the Complexity of Identities 

 

The model outlines how students include biological explanations for identity 
to varying degrees, largely depending on their understanding of biological 
influences informing each identity. To get to that understanding, students go 
through a process of sensemaking that is situated within a larger context that 
includes various biological and social explanations. We refer to these contexts as 
“nebulous” because they are often difficult to clearly identify, yet students 
understand that biological factors and social forces are “out there” in the world and 
are used to explain who we are—our identities. The model begins with students’ 
prior knowledge, personal experiences, or views of authority figures to inform 
students’ sensemaking of identities. By pulling together their knowledge, 
experiences, and authoritative views, they grapple with comparing and contrasting 
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identities and the ways they are biologically and socially constructed. For instance, 
Fred, a Filipino American senior majoring in chemistry, shared how his personal 
experience and learning influenced his view that all identities were a mix of both 
the biological and social, but he ultimately made sense of them as socially 
constructed: 

[Identity is] a mix of both. I personally think it’s how people embrace 
themselves and how they construct these themselves. Because I know for 
me it’s more of like the social construct because that’s what my parents 
taught me. It’s what I saw on TV. It’s what I'm seeing as a personal 
experience…. I know for me it’s just how I taught myself and…. Just coming 
here [to college], I've learned that the biological construct really doesn't 
matter because we are all one and the same. So then I'm focusing more on 
the social construct side because that’s where I believe it all stems from. 

Fred’s example demonstrates how his prior knowledge (e.g., what he was taught 
by his parents) and his personal experiences allowed him to recognize biological 
explanations but make and support his claim about the socially constructed nature 
of different identities. Additionally, his reference to individuals being “all one and 
the same” echoes expert claims of genetic similarities between individuals of 
different groups.  

In contrast to Fred, Amanda, a multiracial, fifth-year student and physiology 
major shared how her learning from science classes influenced her sensemaking 
around the biological nature of gender and sexuality: 

I would think there are biological differences as well or like genetic 
differences because like there is different levels of hormones and all these 
other factors that go into gender as just – then just like girls have these body 
parts and boys have these…and we actually, in one of my classes… we 
were looking at like slices of like the brain and there is like this center in the 
brain and that like gay men had a smaller something, I forget, it’s probably 
like the corpus callosum…and it was like smaller in like gay men as opposed 
to like straight men…we were like just talking about that in class.  

Amanda recognized the biological underpinnings of gender and sexuality due to 
biological concepts she learned in classes, whereas Fred seemingly has made up 
his mind that biology does not have a place in understanding identity. Her direct 
references to body parts and hormones are indicative of her view of biology being 
inseparable from identity. 

As outlined in the model, students draw upon prior experiences and 
knowledge to inform their sensemaking of identities, yet they could also defer to 
the views of authority figures (e.g., researchers, teachers) when making their 
claims. Melissa, a junior majoring in history who identified as White, shared her 
thoughts on sexual orientation being biologically influenced based on views of her 
science professors: 

I have heard, I know that a lot of my like science professors have stated it, 
and of course I’m going to trust them over like some guy on CNN, but that 
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sexual orientation is biological and so that’s where I think that. Then also, 
we live in a pretty Christian country… it's like the Christians have this idea 
of like, “you are born the way you are, like be happy with it” or whatever and 
then they are very opposing of men sleeping with men. And I mean, I guess 
you can’t really change someone’s mind about it, but if it's like proving that’s 
biological, it's like why would you hate someone then? 

Melissa seemed to recognize the social forces at play in influencing different 
explanations of sexuality, yet used the authority of her science professors in 
making sense of the biological underpinning of sexuality.  

Next in the model, students’ sensemaking of identity is moderated by their 
implicit or explicit views on controllability and essentialism, which are discussed in 
more detail below. Through this process, students can compare different identities 
with respect to how biologically or socially constructed they are, and eventually 
place them on a continuum between being more biological or more social, or both 
-- biosocial. We posit that there is a middle region of the continuum that represents 
more of a biosocial approach to identity, where both biological and social 
explanations are important for sensemaking. In addition to variance in where 
identities might be placed along the continuum, students may vary in how confident 
they were on that placement. In our model, confidence is depicted based on the 
density of the point on the biological-social continuum. A more diffuse mark 
represents a lower level of confidence (depicted by identity 1), while a more dense 
point represents a higher level of confidence (depicted by identity 3).  

Additionally, the model accounts for students who exempt themselves from 
making a claim because they lack prior knowledge, personal experiences, or 
authority figures to defer to. From our participants, this exemption was particularly 
noticeable when considering more controversial identity dimensions like sexual 
orientation, as Rachael, a White sophomore majoring in biology, stated, 

I don't know [about sexual orientation]. I think like a lot of people nowadays 
think that it's biological. But, I'm not really sure and like being a Christian it's 
kind of like, you know, you're like told that’s it’s not okay and stuff, so, I don't 
know, I'm not really sure, it's definitely like a hot topic, I guess.  

Rachael’s articulation of being unsure may come from not having thought too 
deeply about the issue because she has not encountered it or learned much about 
it. Her reference to Christianity offers one source of an authority figure, but her lack 
of knowledge on the issue may weaken her tendency to defer to it in resolving this 
controversial topic for herself. 

 

Biological Influences on Sensemaking 

 

Participants tended to equate biology with genetics, and when applied to 
identities, genetics influenced the extent to which identities were thought of as 
immutable or controllable. Such immutability related to the underlying essences of 
identities and groups that mostly manifested in physical aspects of the body. 
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Natasha, a senior majoring in geography who identified as Indian American, 
argued,  

I think race is, your genes determine what color your hair is, what color your 
skin is, plus your genetic—your physical make up is determined by your 
genes….So if you want to call a race just physical characteristics and just 
kind of like those kinds of things, then yeah it’s determined by your genes.  

Natasha also felt that genetics influenced other social categories, like gender: 

Gender theoretically is completely genetically chosen in terms of 
chromosomes, but then you can rework your, at least your physical gender 
and even mentally how you feel. But your genes are still your genes. It can 
still be like, complete surgery done and everything, but you are still 
genetically one thing, and you were born that way and you’ll stay that way.  

Here, Natasha’s sensemaking was influenced by how much control she believed 
one has over identity. In the case of gender, Natasha argued that genes are 
beyond one’s locus of control and factor into gender identity, consistent with 
concepts of genetic essentialism. However, other physical aspects such as hair, 
dress and makeup are malleable and dependent on an individual’s choice on how 
they represent themselves. 

This juxtaposition of choice and genetics seemed to echo debates about 
nature and nurture, particularly regarding discourse about being born a certain 
way. Choice of identity was also equated with how much control one had over a 
category, as Corey, an Asian American sophomore and sociology major, stated,  

I feel like some of the categories are things we have control over and some 
of them aren’t. Like people generally get to choose like what religion they 
believe in. But you can’t choose like what sex you are or like what like, what 
your DNA or like ethnic makeup is. 

Haley, a Vietnamese American junior and neuroscience major, similarly 
juxtaposed religion and race when discussing choice: 

Religion is something that you can kind of choose, it’s not something that 
like you are born with, like you have a say in that religion, or well some 
religions I guess… but like race for me, it’s something that you’re born with, 
and it’s not really something you can change. You can’t really change your 
race. But with like religion and other aspects you can like choose what it is 
you want to do and like it can change. 

Haley’s contrasting of race and religion conveyed the significance of being born 
with certain attributes and traits. Her beliefs evidently show that people are born 
with a race, but are not necessarily born with religion. Attributing characteristics at 
birth may result in more influence of biological explanations on identity 
sensemaking. 

In this process of sensemaking, students are using what they know about 
both biological factors and social forces in comparing different identities. This 
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sensemaking was most apparent among the several students who identified as 
both persons of color and queer. Bob, a Chicana/o studies senior, reasoned,  

As someone who, as a Latino and a Chicano, I’m like, “no, race is not 
biological. You should see more.” But then as a Catholic queer I want to say 
“yeah, it is biological. I was born this way, I didn’t choose this.” …But then 
the same thing could go for people of color. They could say, “I didn’t choose 
this.” So then when they say I didn’t choose this are they referring to the 
fact that they didn’t choose to be subordinated or they didn’t choose to be 
this certain color, so then it’s biological. 

In this instance, Bob’s claimed identities as a Chicano, Catholic, queer man – and 
the learning and experiences attached to those identities – offered him both 
biological and social lenses to make sense of the complexities of identity. This 
sense of having “choice” and “choosing” was important for contemplating the 
biosocial nature of identity. 

 

Considering Identities along the Biosocial Continuum 

 

The perspectives that participants shared demonstrate how students’ 
understanding of different social identities varied on the extent to which they were 
more biological or more social. Like Corey and Haley’s examples, religion was 
often used as a measuring point to compare other social identities, because across 
participants, religion was viewed as more social, influenced by the perspective that 
one has control or choice over religious identity. For instance, Rachael stated, 
“Religion. I mean obviously that can be influenced by your parents and stuff. But 
it’s not biological, it’s basically what you choose and like what you believe.” 
Rachael’s use of “obviously” also demonstrated her confidence level in making this 
claim.  

Participants in our study tended to reference certain identities using 
biological or social explanations. Overall, the more socially constructed identities 
included class, religion, race, and gender. The more biologically influenced 
identities included age, sexual orientation, and disability, although this varied. For 
instance, Marie, an Indian American senior majoring in human development, 
thought all social identities were generally “socially constructed” except age: “I 
think age is more biological just because it is a distinct measure about how old you 
are, but you could look a lot older, you could look a lot younger and that can be 
totally different.” The observation of age being a measureable identity speaks to 
the immutability of chronological age as a biological construct, yet Marie also 
references to how young or old someone could look. The controllability of one’s 
age appearance might reveal that age could potentially be something that is 
actually a mixture of biological and social constructions. 

Sexual orientation was the murkiest of the social identities students 
discussed, as Corey stated, “I’ve heard different arguments about [sexual 
orientation], like it’s biological. I’ve also heard that it’s a choice and I don’t really 
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know. I don’t think anyone really knows like which it is.” Corey represents an 
example of how students might exempt themselves from having to make a claim 
about certain identities. Natasha shared, “Sexual orientation is one big murky, in 
terms of the genetic part, people haven’t figured out what exactly makes people 
gay, straight, bi, whatever, but I do think… it’s more hardwired… than class or 
religion.” It is possible that participants experienced the most conflict on whether 
to reference social or biological explanations of understanding sexual orientation 
due to a lack of prior knowledge, personal experience, or influential authorities 
specifically on the nature of sexual orientation. This gap can be filled by 
multicultural educators. 

In the model, the consideration and placement (along with confidence level 
behind such claims) of different identities along the continuum serve as a feedback 
loop to inform or revise students’ knowledge and experiences. Student 
determinations about how biosocial a particular identity is may serve to revise their 
knowledge, experiences, or views of authority when asked to make sense of other 
identities, or that same identity at a later time. Although this aspect of the model 
was not necessarily found among our participants because our study was not 
longitudinal, we included this piece as a possibility. As Ian, a Black-identified senior 
majoring in ethnic studies, shared, 

My personal opinion about sexuality, I think, I’ve dealt with it for a while, 
because I think everyone experiences their sexuality differently. I see it as 
a gradient, like, you could be at any point. But I am a queer person who has 
known or experienced my queerness since I was a child. So, a lot of people 
don’t experience that. Some people find out in college. Some people find 
out later on in life. But my personal opinion is that I think that no one is born 
with a sexuality. I feel like your experiences have shaped what you’re 
attracted to… I don’t think sexuality is biological. I think in this world, like the 
whole mentality of, like, boot straps, and like what’s innate to you, and hard 
work is – the people’s experiences are left out.  

Ian’s own experiences around his sexuality informed his sensemaking about 
sexuality not being biological, but also he realized how that may look different for 
people who do not experience their sexual identity until later in life. As this process 
happens, students’ experiences, knowledge, and views of authorities likely change 
to inform their future sensemaking. 

 

Discussion and Implications 

  

In this study, we sought to explore how U.S. college students’ sensemaking 
of identity is informed by both biological and social explanations. We found that 
our participants contemplated identities beyond ideas of social constructionism by 
including biological reasons underpinning identity. Yet, aside from a few 
exceptions, they tended to see biological and social explanations as mutually 
exclusive. Given the range of understandings that college students have of identity, 
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we argue that a both/and approach outlined in our Biosocial Model is imperative 
for multicultural educators to help students in understanding the complexities of 
identity.  

Our findings support the claim made by Khanna and Harris (2009) that 
“many Americans continue to view race as biologically real and racial categories 
as meaningful divisions in the population” (p. 370). Our model suggests that the 
activities and strategies multicultural educators employ to teach about the social 
construction of identity should not dismiss the prior knowledge, experiences, and 
views of authorities that college students bring into their learning experience, which 
may be based on or supported by biological understandings.   

A biosocial approach to identity helps educators in supporting students to 
explore different identity-based questions. The common identity-based question of 
“Who are you?” has typically been answered by focusing solely on social aspects 
of identity. But perhaps students are also connecting this question to a similar 
question of “What are you?” when contemplating the biological underpinnings of 
identity. This “What are you?” question is commonly asked of multiracial individuals 
(Johnston & Nadal, 2010; Kellogg & Liddell, 2012; Renn, 2004). It is also likely 
asked of anyone who does not fit neatly into social categories, for instance, gender 
non-conforming people (Tran & Glazer, 2012). Physicality plays a role as one’s 
outward appearance (Obasogie, 2013) and behavior–both influenced by biology 
and individual choices–are judged by observers who question not just who one is 
but what one is. Ultimately, students have a level of choice in how they control their 
identities, but society often does not allow such choices to be fluid. In the case of 
multiracial individuals, such fluidity in changing identity across time or different 
situations can be a source of prejudice and discrimination (Museus, Lambe, & 
Hawamata-Ryan, 2015). Similar prejudices are often applied to bisexual people as 
well (McLean, 2008).  

As multicultural educators, our goal should be to help students better 
understand just how complex identity can be. Without incorporating biological 
aspects of identity in the multicultural curriculum, educators are missing out on an 
important aspect of how students are making sense of who they are. Yet focusing 
exclusively on biological reasoning also misses the mark. For example, by 
narrowing down sexual orientation to genetics, we limit students’ agency in 
deciding how to be in the world and who they love. Although biology could be seen 
as an answer to homophobic challenges to “choosing” a “gay lifestyle,” as for 
instance when NIH geneticist Dean Hamer sought out to find a “gay gene” 
(Ordover, 2003), biology cannot be the only answer. Such focus on biology offers 
clearer answers to questions of “What are you?” that actually constrain answers to 
“Who are you?” questions. If biology is finitely relied upon, identities become 
immutable and essentialist in nature, and less controllable in the minds of students. 

Literature on essentialism has thoroughly documented the consequences 
of essentialist views on identity. As Haslam (2011) explains, "Essentialism 
deepens social divides, making differences appear large, unbridgeable, inevitable, 
unchangeable, and ordained by nature" (p. 819). Essentialist beliefs can also 
cause individuals to deny a human essence towards outgroups while favoring 
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individuals within groups (Haslam, Bastian, Bain, & Kashima, 2006). Similarly, 
Tawa and Kim (2011) found that people with higher intergroup anxiety may affirm 
their racial identity by asserting that racial groups are biologically and socially 
different. Finally, individuals’ understandings of biology can impact the way in 
which they negotiate treatment for psychological issues (Haslam, 2011).  

By incorporating both biological and social components of identity, our 
model addresses concerns of essentialism in a way that can be useful for 
multicultural educators when working with students to develop more complex 
understandings of identity. It is not enough to say that race, or any other identity, 
is socially constructed. We must take more nuanced approaches to teaching about 
identities by considering prior knowledge, personal experience, and references to 
authority regarding biology.  For example, identity-based activities could be 
supplemented by accessing what students know and believe about race, whether 
it is socially or biologically constructed, and use their shared group knowledge as 
a starting basis for further unpacking the biosocial nature of race.   

We also encourage multicultural educators to contemplate the roles of 
essentialism and controllability in their students’ sensemaking. Although 
essentialism is often viewed in biological terms, there are points in history where 
strategic essentialism has been used in a more social nature. For instance, groups 
may emphasize a common essence to increase group size and representation 
during social movements (Lipsitz, 2003). In terms of controllability, the sense that 
one has some control or choice, yet may be influenced by biology, can also be 
helpful for contemplating a biosocial approach to identity. As was the case in Bob’s 
quote earlier, choosing a racial identity as Chicano allowed him further confidence 
that race was not biological. Yet, the intersection of his queer and Catholic 
identities created a tension that could be alleviated by arguing for a lack of choice 
in terms of his sexual orientation. By incorporating both the biological and social, 
essentialism and controllability can be useful concepts for helping students make 
sense of identity from a biosocial approach. Ultimately, having access to and being 
able to use both biological and social explanations may help students make sense 
of the full complexities of identity. 

 

Limitations and Areas for Future Research 

  

There are several limitations of this study that help inform areas of future 
research. We note that the larger project in which this study was situated focused 
specifically on race, which likely influenced who volunteered to participate as well 
as the centrality of race in students’ sensemaking about identities overall. Future 
research should explore more intently and specifically the question of biosocial 
explanations of identities without priming race as the starting point for participants. 
The findings show that students vary in their confidence of claiming whether 
identities are influenced by biology, social contexts, or both. However, this was not 
necessarily the focus of our questioning and thus we were unable to probe more 
specifically about what contributed to various confidence levels. Future studies 
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could employ a more quantifiable measure of students’ confidence levels regarding 
biological or social explanations and variance based on different identities. Future 
research of this nature may provide useful information for trends and tendencies 
in which identities may be more likely to be understood as biological or socially 
constructed. Additionally, this study only captured a snapshot of students’ 
conceptions of identities, and does not show development of sensemaking across 
time because data were collected at only one time point. Development and 
changes over time could be explored in future longitudinal studies. The 
prominence of identity controllability as a point of reference for students provides 
another point of focus for future research. Finally, subjective measures on which 
identities can be more or less controlled may have bearing on beliefs about 
biological and social explanations of identities. 
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